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ABSTRACT
This article argues that feminist standpoint epistemologies help us rethink both the
process by which archival value is determined and the archivists’ role in that process,
leading towards a new methodology, epistemology, and political strategy for appraisal,
which I call “feminist standpoint appraisal.” Feminist standpoint appraisal inverts
dominant appraisal hierarchies that value records created by those in power to justify and
consolidate their power at the expense of records created by the oppressed to document
and resist their oppression and imagine liberation. As such, feminist standpoint appraisal
explicitly and unapologetically gives epistemological weight (thereby assigning value to)
records created and preserved by, and potentially activated in service to, those
individuals and communities oppressed by capitalism, white supremacy, and patriarchy.
Furthermore, feminist standpoint appraisal shifts our thinking about the position of the
archivist, from a purportedly objective “view from nowhere” (which in fact belies a
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dominant but unnamed white male position), towards a socially located, culturally
situated agent who centers ways of being and knowing from the margins. In valuing the
unique insights gleaned by people on the margins, feminist standpoint appraisal refuses
the notion that archivists from oppressed communities must overcome their
positionalities to meet institutional goals and professional demands for neutrality, but
rather, values and leverages the insights gained from outsider status, viewing the
attendant insights as assets, rather than as detriments, to the archival endeavor. Furthermore, feminist standpoint appraisal calls on archivists who inhabit
dominant identities to acknowledge their oppressor standpoints and actively work to
dismantle them.
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It is a delusion—and a historically identifiable one—to that think that human thought
could completely erase the fingerprints that reveal its production process.
- Sandra Harding2
Within complex and ever shifting realms of power relations, do we position ourselves on
the side of the colonizing mentality? Or do we continue to stand in political resistance with
the oppressed, ready to offer our ways of seeing and theorizing, of making culture, toward
that revolutionary effort which seeks to create space where there is unlimited access to
the pleasure and power of knowing, where transformation is possible?
- bell hooks3
We feel affirmed in “showing up” as our authentic selves, with our diverse identities, and
seeing that as an asset to our profession, not a liability.
- Chaitra Powell, Holly Smith, Shanee’ Murrain, and Skyla Hearn4

INTRODUCTION: SITUATING THE POSITIONER
I will begin by telling you a story about myself, the telling rooted in the feminist
epistemology of valuing the knowledge gained through lived experience. 5 The year is
1993. I am a freshman at Columbia University in New York. This is an exceptional thing for
me to be, given that neither of my parents graduated from high school, and I am having
a hard time adjusting to my new exceptional status. I am used to not fitting in—I was one
of the few white girls in my predominantly Black public high school on the South Side of
Chicago—but this feels different. My difference here is non-dominant and invisible,
masked by the whiteness I share with the vast majority of my classmates and professors;
no one has to know I’m different even as I feel the difference acutely. (Here, I want to
acknowledge that there is a power difference between being one of a few white kids in a
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predominantly Black school that was still located within and dictated by a larger system
of white supremacy and being a working class kid in an elite school located within and
dictated by a larger capitalist system. I do not wish to give those circumstances a false
equivalency, even as I experienced them both.)
I am enrolled in the required Contemporary Civilizations course. Since 1919, all
Columbia undergraduate students are required to take this course, which has set
prescribed texts, consisting of the standard dominant Western white male canon; you
begin the semester with Plato and end it with Rousseau. There are no white women on
the syllabus and no people of color, and certainly no working-class-white-girls-who-wentto-predominantly-Black-high-schools.6 Needless to say, I am having a hard time seeing
myself in the readings. I diligently read the assigned book each week, indicating in the
margins where I most object. Glance through my copy of Plato’s Republic or Hobbes’s
Leviathan from that time and you will find lots of “racist!” and “sexist!” written in the
marginalia. With each one of these assertions, I slide further off the texts into an abyss of
this-is-not-for-me and I-don’t-belong-here. There is no hook to catch me. “What from the
week’s readings can we take with us?” my instructor, a doctoral student who is by all
accounts a brilliant teacher, keeps writing on my critical reflections. It’s a question still in
search of an answer.
Most of my classmates are, inexplicably, college Republicans. (Maybe they are
predisposed to Monday morning classes?) They have gone to private boarding schools. I
quickly become familiar with the names Andover, Exeter, and Choate, and learn that
these schools are feeders for the Ivy League, places that prepare rich kids for this exact
moment, of discussing “the Classics” in small groups under the diligent watch of an Ivy
League-educated professor. My classmates have read these texts before, some in their
original Greek and Latin, and they have come here to perform a certain kind of engaged
curiosity for four years before inheriting the earth. In the readings, they are looking to
justify this inheritance. And they find it.
I know lots of other stuff that my classmates do not know. I know how to code
switch between my white working-class neighborhood, my predominantly Black high
school, and the elitist academic world of Hyde Park, the neighborhood my high school
shared with the University of Chicago. I have mastered the art of the five-paragraph essay,
can read highly stylized graffiti tags, can identify who belongs to which gang based on
clothing. I know how to babysit a dozen kids at a time, for which I got paid per child. I
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know how to stock shelves and bag groceries, for which I got paid minimum wage. I know
how to make dinner for my family the nights my Mom gets off work at eight. I know all
the lyrics to all the Cypress Hill songs. By 17, I have read nearly everything written by Toni
Morrison, Howard Zinn, and Alice Walker. None of that seems important in this
classroom.
Eight weeks into the semester, right before Thanksgiving, Machiavelli week, I
stage an epistemic coup. Instead of turning in my weekly reflection paper, I write a paper
about how I don’t belong there. “This is not my world! I don’t even want this to be my
world!” I decry. It’s the last gasp of a class traitor, revealing also in the ways that my
whiteness cultivated the very possibility of belonging in the first place.7
The next week, the instructor, who saw something in me that I did not yet see in
myself, bought me a cup of coffee after class and told me that I should look into “postcolonial studies.” It’s the first time I have heard the term. I rush to the library, look it up,
start reading. I am grateful to finally have a hook. I stop sliding.
I write this not just to introduce myself to you (hi you!), but as a long way of
saying: who you are largely determines what you know.8 My classmates could not have
known what I knew and I could not have known what they knew. We came from different
epistemological standpoints. We inhabited different positionalities. We read the same
texts in that class, but we read them differently.
The problem is not the difference—I was used to being an outsider to texts—the
problem is that power legitimates some forms of knowledge over others. My classmates
would not be forced to read The Autobiography of Malcolm X the same way I was forced
to read Leviathan. Reading Leviathan was my price for participation, for which I was
supposed to be grateful. They had no price to pay; they were already golden.
So golden that their inheritance—intellectual and capital—was unmarked,
codified, and enforced. The Core was just the books any educated person should have
read, so we were told, the values presented therein those of “our society,” just floating
there in the ether, un-located in (and dislocated from) the racial capitalism, colonialism,
and patriarchy they existed to justify, their alleged neutrality a convenient tool for those
looking to mask their own complicity. There were no fingerprints on the Core.
This experience was repeated 15 years later, when, as an MLIS student, I was
introduced to the dominant Western canon of archival theory. 9 This canon, written
almost exclusively by white men working for government archives, did not speak to me.
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It spoke past me and against me. It did not situate itself. Its creators aimed to leave no
fingerprints. It was just out there in the ether, masquerading as just what we needed to
know to be archivists.10
It did not help that my first experience working in an archives, an unpaid
“alternative spring break” internship, entailed processing the collection of a Republican
Presidential appointee whose morally bankrupt welfare “reform” policies devastated the
communities that raised me. I was explicitly instructed to do my job professionally,
neutrally, without imposition of my own worldview.11 I was not supposed to leave my
fingerprints.
How is it that the dominant Western canon of appraisal literature in the 20th
century ignores or devalues the standpoint of the archivist? How is it that, even in the
past twenty years when dominant archival theorists have acknowledged the subjectivity
of the archivist, their positionality is largely seen as something to document and mitigate,
rather than embrace?12 How is it that those most familiar with the practical intricacies of
how knowledge is produced and canons are formed, who make the decisions about what
gets thrown away and what gets preserved in perpetuity, have denied the mark left by
their own fingerprints? It is because the dominant canon of appraisal theory largely has
been created by white men who position themselves and their decisions as unmarked in
the service of power. They purport to be from nowhere, purport to serve no one but their
employers, and purport to leave no fingerprints. We have lost much in the canonization
of their ideas, foremost the value of the view from outside dominant power structures.
In applying feminist standpoint epistemology to appraisal theory, this article
begins to recuperate that which we as a field have lost. More specifically, I argue that
feminist standpoint epistemologies help us rethink both the process by which archival
value is determined and the archivists’ role in that process, leading towards a new
methodology, epistemology, and political strategy for appraisal, which I call “feminist
standpoint appraisal.” Feminist standpoint appraisal inverts dominant appraisal
hierarchies that value records created by those in power to justify and consolidate their
power at the expense of records created by the oppressed to document and resist their
oppression and imagine liberation. As such, feminist standpoint appraisal explicitly and
unapologetically gives epistemological weight (thereby assigning value to) records
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created and preserved by, and potentially activated in service to, those individuals and
communities oppressed by capitalism, white supremacy, and heteropatriarchy.
Furthermore, feminist standpoint appraisal shifts our thinking about the position of the
archivist, from a purportedly objective “view from nowhere” (which in fact belies a
dominant but unnamed white male position), towards archivist as a socially located,
culturally situated agent who centers ways of being and knowing from the margins. As
such, it echoes such paradigmatic shifts in the sciences and social sciences, from
positivism and post-positivism to interpretivism. In valuing the unique insights gleaned by
people on the margins, feminist standpoint appraisal refuses the notion that archivists
from oppressed communities must overcome their positionalities to meet institutional
goals and professional demands for neutrality, but rather, values and leverages the
insights gained from outsider status, viewing the attendant insights as assets, rather than
detriments, to the archival endeavor. Furthermore, feminist standpoint appraisal calls on
archivists who inhabit dominant identities to acknowledge their oppressor standpoints
and actively work to dismantle them.
First, I will define feminist standpoint epistemology, summarizing its key debates
and critiques. Next, I will provide a critique of dominant Western appraisal theory through
the lens of feminist standpoint epistemology, pointing out errors and omissions disguised
as fact in the history of dominant Western appraisal theory. Along the way, I will point
out opportunities for feminist standpoint epistemology to intervene. And finally, I will
explicate a feminist standpoint appraisal, attending to tangible outcomes in archival
practice and on the profession.
Throughout, I take inspiration from Hope Olson’s naming and subversion of
dominant identities as universals in LIS. Olson writes, “The white, ethnically European,
bourgeois, Christian, heterosexual, able-bodied, male (WEBCHAM) presence is labeled
the mainstream and, hence, the universal from which all else is a deviation. The
WEBCHAM mainstream is not viewed as a special interest, while the diverse others are.
In a sense, universality/ diversity is the ideal of patriarchal reason.”13 I will use Olson’s
concise—and necessarily specific—“WEBCHAM” label in this article, adding to it “cis” and
“citizen” as Marika Cifor suggests (to form “WEBCCCHAM”) to reveal the ways in which
these perspectives have masqueraded as unnamed universals in both methodologies for
determining archival value and lingering assertions about the alleged neutrality of the
archivist. I will also follow in Emily Drabinski’s footsteps in asking along with queer
theorists, “What is reified as natural and normative to such an extent that it is not visible
as subject to analysis by diverse systems that relentlessly minoritize while leaving the socalled “universal” unmarked even as it is profoundly white, male, Christian, and
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western?” 14 By exposing the unnamed “universals” in archival appraisal, I aim to
undermine their truth claims and provide a different basis on which to claim knowledge.

FEMINIST STANDPOINT EPISTEMOLOGIES AND THEIR CRITICS
Feminist standpoint epistemologies (named as such) arose in the 1970s and 1980s in the
work of feminist scholars across a range of fields, including philosophers Nancy Harstock
and Alison Jagger, and sociologists Dorothy Smith, Hilary Rose, and Patricia Hill Collins.
While not always explicitly acknowledged in the work of white feminists, and not always
naming feminist standpoint epistemologies as such, U.S. Third World feminist theorists
such as Gloria Anzaldúa, Chela Sandoval, Audre Lorde, and Trin Minh-ha have significantly
engaged with and provided a basis for feminist standpoint epistemologies. The idea’s
most sustained, explicit engagement comes from Sandra Harding, a philosopher, scholar
of education, and postcolonial science and technology studies theorist.
Harding writes that standpoint theory consists of four things that “conventionally
are supposed to be kept separate”: a philosophy of sciences, an epistemology, a
methodology, and a political strategy. 15 For the purposes of this paper, I am using a
definition of feminist standpoint epistemologies as ways of knowing that acknowledge, in
the words of Patricia Hill Collins, that “it is impossible to separate the structure and
thematic content of thought from the historical and material conditions shaped by the
lives of its producers,” and that center the perspectives and needs of oppressed
communities in the pursuit of knowledge.16 As such, feminist standpoint epistemologies
accomplish two goals: first, they situate the previously unnamed WEBCCCHAM position
as such, revealing how the alleged universality of “view from nowhere” position is a
charade, and secondly, they give epistemological priority to positions emerging from and
aligned with oppressed people and communities.
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Feminist standpoint epistemology begins with the observation that power
legitimizes certain forms of knowledge—and ways of producing that knowledge—over
others. 17 Conversely, knowledge produced and cultivated by oppressed people gets
dismissed, devalued, and, in some cases, labeled false by dominant power structures such
as the academy. As Sandra Harding writes, “…at any moment in history there are many
“subjugated knowledges” that conflict with, and are never reflected in, the dominant
stories a culture tells….” 18 More specifically, in contemporary Western societies,
knowledges created by people of color, white women, Indigenous people, working class
people, disabled people, and queer and trans people have been derided such that they
are either not recognized as valuable forms of knowledge or dismissed as patently false.19
Indeed, such marginalized knowledges are often seen as roadblocks members of nondominant communities must overcome, or vestiges we must lose, to conform to and
succeed in the academy.
Feminist standpoint epistemology seeks to recuperate these non-dominant forms
of knowledge by not only stressing their intellectual legitimacy, but affirming that holding
such marginalized epistemologies is, in fact, intellectually advantageous. That is,
members of marginalized communities see things differently than those who occupy
dominant positions, and those differences in perspective strengthen and enrich the
creation of knowledge, leading to better questions, better ways of doing research, and
better scholarship. In this case, “better” means in better service of those communities
who have been oppressed in the first place due to capitalism, white supremacy and
heteropatriarchy. As Patricia Hill Collins writes, “many Black female intellectuals have
made creative use of their marginality—their ‘outsider within’ status—to produce Black
feminist thought that reflects a special standpoint on self, family, and society.”20 Several
theorists identifying as U.S. Third World feminists have varyingly described this
oppositional positioning against and within larger power structures, as “la conciencia de
la mestiza” in the words of Gloria Anzaldúa, “the house of difference” in the words of
Audre Lorde, and “in-appropriated otherness” in the words of Trin Minh-ha, as succinctly
described by Chela Sandoval. 21 This “special standpoint” is an asset, rather than a
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detriment, to their work; as Collins asserts, creative tensions and liberatory possibilities
rest in “outsider within” standpoints, despite the significant intellectual and emotional
labor they demand.
In a reversal of dominant hierarchies, feminist standpoint epistemology claims
that those who occupy privileged positions are less likely to produce work that
interrogates the status quo. Sandra Harding writes, “Knowledge claims are always socially
situated, and the failure by dominant groups critically and systematically to interrogate
their advantaged social situation and the effect of such advantages on their beliefs leaves
their social situation a scientifically and epistemologically disadvantaged one for
generating knowledge.”22 Nancy Harstock, seeking to unmask and name the privileged
positions masquerading as neutral, inverts the pecking order by asserting, “in systems of
domination the vision available to the rulers will be both partial and perverse.”23 Such
“partial and perverse” worldviews, originating from WEBCCCHAM perspectives, coupled
with the power to legitimate them as universal, have hindered the creation of full and
robust bodies of knowledge in service to the greater society, these theorists claim.
As Harding further explains:
…the activities of those of the bottom of such social hierarchies can provide
starting points for thought—for everyone’s research and scholarship—from
which humans’ relations with each other and the natural world can become
visible. This is because the experiences and lives of marginalized peoples, as they
understand them, provide particularly significant problems to be explained or
research agendas. These experiences and lives have been devalued or ignored as
a source of objectivity-maximizing questions—the answers to which are not
necessarily to be found in those experiences or lives but elsewhere in the beliefs
and activities of people at the center who make policies and engage in social
practices that shape marginal lives. So one’s social situation enables and sets
limits on what one can know; some social situations—critically unexamined
dominant ones—are more limiting than others in this respect, and what makes
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these situations more limiting is their inability to generate the most critical
questions about received belief.”24
Harding seeks to incorporate marginalized ways of knowing into the academy, but in so
doing, transform the nature of the academy and the impact of the knowledge it produces.
The ultimate aim of standpoint epistemologies, in Harding’s view, is “to produce
knowledge that can be for marginalized people (and those who would know what the
marginalized can know) rather than for the use only of dominant groups in their projects
of administering and managing the lives of marginalized people.”25 In this way, feminist
standpoint epistemology resists assimilationist tendencies within the academy.
Furthermore, and of particular interest to archivists, feminist standpoint
epistemology unmasks “neutrality” for the masculinist and white supremacist positions it
obfuscates. As Patricia Hill Collins writes, dominant modes of scholarship “place… white
male subjectivity at the center of analysis,” while claiming such center as neutral or
objective.26 Harding writes, “The more value-neutral a conceptual framework appears,
the more likely it is to advance the hegemonous interests of dominant groups, and the
less likely it is to be able to detect important actualities of social relations.”27 For Donna
Haraway, such claims to neutrality render dominant epistemological paradigms
“unlocatable” and “irresponsible,” meaning “unable to be called into account.” 28 By
locating dominant epistemologies within WEBCCCHAM ways of being and knowing,
feminist standpoint theorists aim to call these systems into account for the harm done to
oppressed communities in the name of research.
Some more recent feminist theorists critique standpoint epistemologies as
antiquated traces of feminism’s essentialist past. 29 No one, they claim, is naturally
afforded a worldview based on the identity they inhabit, and those in dominant positions
can still become allies by centering marginalized perspectives and needs. Harding
concedes both points, recuperating feminist standpoint epistemologies by claiming “a
standpoint cannot be thought of as an ascribed position with its different perspective that
oppressed groups can claim automatically. Rather, a standpoint is an achievement,
something for which oppressed groups must struggle.” 30 Notice the emphasis Harding
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also places on such standpoints informing “everyone’s research and scholarship.” Later,
she elucidates:
…a standpoint is an achievement, not an ascription; and it is a group
achievement, not something an individual can achieve apart from an
emancipatory social movement or context. Women do not automatically have
access to a standpoint of women or a feminist standpoint. Such a standpoint must
be struggled for against the apparent realities made to appear natural and
obvious by dominant institutions, and against the ongoing political
disempowerment of oppressed groups.31
Conversely, for Harding, men can adopt feminist standpoints, if they begin by centering
the lives of women.32
However, in refusing essentialism, feminist standpoint epistemologies can hover
close to the pitfall of cultural appropriation. If anyone can adopt a Black feminist
standpoint, for example, simply by doing the reading, what happens to the knowledges
uniquely generated via the lived experiences of Black women? If we are not Black women,
we cannot rightfully appropriate those experiences as our own, even as we learn from
them and strive to center them. If we are to recuperate feminist standpoint
epistemologies as a viable methodology and political strategy, we must acknowledge the
power differentials that catalyze a gulf between our own lived experiences and those of
others, and respect those differences and the accompanying knowledges they generate.33
Feminist standpoint methodologies should help us acknowledge, rather than refute, the
privileged vertices some of us inhabit and how those vertices of privilege may or may not
interact with areas in which we are oppressed. They should help us own up to oppressor
standpoints rather than appropriate oppressed standpoints that do not belong to us. We
would also do well not to collapse all differences and give false equivalencies to all forms
of oppression; patriarchy is not equivalent to white supremacy, for example, and they
interact differently in combination. Feminist standpoint epistemology should highlight
rather than obscure those differences.
Furthermore, the claim that there is epistemic value in being oppressed demands
nuance. Feminist standpoint epistemologies risk the danger of swallowing up various and
intersecting forms of oppression into a single umbrella term of “marginalized
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standpoints,” ignoring important shades of difference. We would do well to remember
that there is no singular voice engendered by similar experiences of oppression and there
is certainly no singular “oppressed standpoint.” And of course, people in marginalized
positions can be complicit in oppression—both their own and those of people in other
intersecting identities.
Donna Haraway summarizes these pitfalls and redeems feminist standpoint
epistemologies at the same time. She writes:
There is a premium on establishing the capacity to see from the peripheries and
the depths. But here lies a serious danger of romanticizing and/or appropriating
the vision of the less powerful while claiming to see from their positions. To see
from below is neither easily learned nor unproblematic, even if “we” “naturally”
inhabit the greater underground terrain of subjugated knowledges. The
positionings of the subjugated are not exempt from critical re-examination,
decoding, deconstruction, and interpretation; that is, from both semiological and
hermeneutic modes of critical inquiry. The standpoints of the subjugated are not
“innocent” positions. On the contrary, they are preferred because in principle
they are least likely to allow denial of the critical and interpretive core of all
knowledge. They are savvy to modes of denial through repression, forgetting, and
disappearing acts—ways of being nowhere while claiming to see
comprehensively. The subjugated have a decent chance to be on to the god-trick
and all its dazzling—and therefore blinding—illuminations.”34
As Haraway asserts, adopting feminist standpoint epistemologies requires a great deal of
caution, critique, and nuance.
And yet, despite these important critiques, we can still recuperate some aspects
of feminist standpoint epistemologies if we are willing to do the nuanced work demanded
by complex ideas. (I’m up for the task; are you?) Returning to the question my professor
asked me in college, there is much we can take with us from these texts. Namely, feminist
standpoint epistemologies give us the tools to locate supposedly neutral and universal
positions as WEBCCCHAM positions. They enable us to start with and center marginalized
ways of knowing. They give us the vocabulary to describe how who you are, or the
position you occupy in relation to the larger society and its structures of power, largely
determines how and what you see. They allow us to reverse dominant hierarchies by
claiming that the view from the bottom of the hierarchy is clearer than that from the top.
Most importantly, for those who inhabit oppressed positionalities, feminist standpoint
epistemologies empower us to view those perspectives that have been constructed as
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barriers to success in the academy and in the professional field as indeed great blessings.35
And finally, for those of us who inhabit oppressor positionalities, feminist standpoint
epistemologies can give us the tools to name and dismantle the oppression that has
guided us.

WHAT’S WRONG WITH APPRAISAL? THE VIEW FROM NOWHERE
How has the dominant canon of appraisal theory remained largely immune to the past
forty years of feminist theory?36 (One may ask—and should—the same question about
appraisal theory and Black studies, Indigenous studies, Chicanx studies, Asian American
studies, postcolonial studies, queer theory, disability studies, critical development
studies, etc., despite some significant interventions. 37 ) Why, when it comes to the
dominant canon of appraisal theory, are we stuck on disembodied notions of value, a
focus on institutional priorities, and, most liberally, documenting bureaucratic functions
as reflections of society—all of which often fail to acknowledge, let alone celebrate, the
marginalized positionalities of some of us doing the appraising? Why hasn’t the dominant
canon of appraisal theory changed in the past decade in response to the demands of
critical archival studies?
This section briefly summarizes the intellectual history of appraisal theory in
relation to dominant assertions that archivists take allegedly universalist “view from
nowhere” positions. These “view from nowhere” positions remain remarkably consistent
in the past century of appraisal thinking despite seismic conceptual shifts; even while
theorists have reconceptualized archival roles in service to the Truth (Jenkinson and
Duranti), to government or institutions (Jenkinson and Schellenberg), to the greater
society (Booms, Cook, and Samuels), or to specific communities (Shilton and Srinivasan),
they fail to address the positionality of the archivist. As Tom Nesmith has written,
accurately summarizing the 20th century of appraisal theory, “archival work has… been
thought to be most effective when it is unobtrusive or largely invisible. In effect, archivists
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themselves have adopted a strategy of self-effacement.” 38 Such self-effacement
promulgates a view-from-nowhere position that reproduces WEBCCCHAM identities and
ideas as unmarked universals.
In situating universalist claims in dominant power structures, this section builds
on the foundational work of Anthony Dunbar and Mario H. Ramirez in applying critical
race theory to archival studies. 39 Dunbar’s insistence on the importance of including
“counter-stories” in archives, and Ramirez’s detailed marking of neutrality as unnamed
whiteness in the field are foundational texts upon which feminist standpoint appraisal
builds. This section also takes as its starting point Bergis Jules’s observation that, “In the
name of neutrality, we're erasing people, communities, and their humanity from the
historical record.”40 It then asks, “How did we get here?”
Our tour of the archivist’s view-from-nowhere begins with Hilary Jenkinson of the
U.K. Public Records Office, whose 1922 Manual of Archive Administration famously
rejects appraisal as an archivist’s duty. For Jenkinson, appraisal should be done by
records’ creators before records are transferred to archives. Certainly for Jenkinson, the
personal commitments, priorities, and ideals of the archivist should be rejected.
Jenkinson writes, “…anyone who is to take upon himself the responsibility of destroying
irrevocably Archives which have come down to us from the past should do so on
something more than a consideration of his own interests and those of the time in which
he lives.”41 He goes on to reject the potential for historians to make appraisal decisions,
saying they are “particularly liable to prejudice” and that their input would ruin the
“unquestioned impartiality” of archives.42 He admits to being “most anxious to keep out
of it an element of [the archivist’s] personal judgment.”43 He advances a moral argument
for such impartiality, writing:
The Archivist’s career is one of service. He exists in order to make other people’s
work possible…. His Creed, the Sanctity of Evidence; his Task, the Conservation of
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every scrap of Evidence attaching to the Documents committed to his charge; his
aim to provide, without prejudice or afterthought, for all who wish to know the
Means of Knowledge…. The good Archivist is perhaps the most selfless devotee
of Truth the modern world produces.44
Jenkinson’s impartiality, his “view from nowhere,” is actually the view from a large
government bureaucracy attending to an increasingly vocal working class and women’s
movement at home and active resistance to imperialism in far-flung colonies across the
world.45 To be in “service” to the “work of others,” in this context, is to be complicit in
colonialism and its attendant racial capitalism and patriarchy. Thus, reading Jenkinson
from a feminist standpoint epistemology—that is, starting from the perspectives of the
colonized abroad and the oppressed in the metropole—we see the ways that Jenkinson’s
moral defense of “Truth” evades responsibility for archival complicity in deeply troubling
systems of domination.
By contrast, T.R. Schellenberg, Director of Archival Management for the U.S.
National Archives and Records Association, advocated that archivists take an active role
in appraisal. Writing in 1956, Schellenberg delineated the basis by which archivists should
make appraisal decisions, proposing the now-foundational concepts of informational and
evidential value and tests of uniqueness, form, and importance. Schellenberg’s typology
of value and methodology for appraisal assumes archivists are positioned solely in service
of their employers, namely government agencies. He writes, “Who can say definitely if a
given body of records is important, and for what purpose, and to whom? An archivist
assumes his first obligation is to preserve records containing information that will satisfy
the needs of the Government itself, and after that, however undefinable these may be,
private scholars and the public generally.”46 Appraisal decisions, Schellenberg continues,
“should not be based on intuition or arbitrary suppositions of value; they should be based
instead on thorough analyses of the documentation bearing on the matter to which the
records pertain.”47 In this framework, that which posits the archivist as a unique person
with an identity occupying a space in a community and society is seen as a bias to be
overcome with sound research skills. Here, we also see the shift from archivists being in
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service to the Truth, to archivists being in service to the government, or institutions that
employ them.
Starting in the 1970s and in response to both Cold War politics in Europe and
social liberation movements in the U.S., archival theorists in the Western tradition shifted
the intellectual authority for appraisal from “the institution” to “the society,” as Terry
Cook has skillfully outlined.48 Reacting against statist conceptions of appraisal from East
Germany, the West German archivist Hans Booms shifted the moral authority from the
government to a broad conception of “society.” Writing originally in 1972 (and translated
into English in 1987), Booms claims:
If there is indeed anyone or anything qualified to lend legitimacy to archival
appraisal, it is society itself and the public opinions it expresses—assuming, of
course, that these are allowed to develop freely. The public and public opinion
sanctions public actions, essentially generates the socio-political process, and
legitimizes political authority. Therefore, should not public opinion also legitimize
archival appraisal? Could it also not provide the fundamental orientation for the
process of archival appraisal?49
Booms initially thought a determination of societal values could best be made by research
into society more broadly, but later emphasized the value of research into the function
of record creators more specifically.50
Booms’ ideas about the importance of functional analysis were influential to
Terry Cook, whose macroappraisal approach focuses on appraising bureaucratic functions
rather than records themselves. In this approach, archivists conduct research and make
appraisal decisions based on the functions fulfilled by “records creators rather than
directly on society, on the assumption that those creators, and those citizens and
organizations with whom they interact, indirectly represent the collective functioning of
society.”51 Like its predecessors, macroappraisal assumes that “societal values should be
the basis of archival appraisal.” Cook continues, “While no one can directly know with
assurance what those societal values are, archivists can develop appraisal strategies and
methodologies, and appropriate benchmarked processes, that are likely to result in
records transferred to the archives that more accurately reflect those societal values.”52
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For Cook, the surest evidence of societal values is the interaction between government
agencies and citizens. By investigating the function of those government agencies,
archivists can determine which functions best reflect the values of citizens, and are
thereby worthy of retention. Acknowledging appraisal “is inevitably a subjective process,”
Cook advocates that archivists keep “full and transparent documentation of their
contextual research, appraisal process, keep-destroy decisions, and resulting transfers of
records, and should create and implement benchmark standards against which the
appraisal process itself can be judged.”53 In this way, sound research and methodology
can overcome or temper personal agendas.
Although Cook claims that a macroappraisal approach “deliberately seeks to give
voice to the marginalized,” his approach assumes a fully functioning democratic
government that fully meets the needs and reflects the values of its citizenry. This
assumption reflects a position of dominance. In contrast, feminist standpoint
epistemologies legitimate the views from outside the system. Outsiders know to mistrust
the intentions of the government and its ability to accurately represent the will of all
people, even in an alleged democracy. From the perspective afforded by feminist
standpoint epistemology, invocations of “society” are a totalizing, universalizing,
colonizing tendency; “society” is never only one thing, and when it is constructed in the
singular, it always-already leaves out minoritized communities. In this way,
macroappraisal replicates the view-from-nowhere thinking that attempts to mitigate,
rather than embrace, the positionality of the archivist.
Similarly, Helen Samuels’ documentation strategy approach, transformative for
its time and still under-utilized, takes research without-a-view as a necessary precursor
to more comprehensive and inclusive archives. Samuels writes, “Analysis of a total
documentary record will enable archivists to determine the specific contribution made by
each form of evidence and thereby support integrated appraisal decisions.”54 Again, this
approach posits that determinations of value by the archivist should reflect a vague
“societal” ethos; “selection must be based on current understandings and today’s
values,” she writes. 55 Again, archivists directly reflect “society” rather than their own
positionality or community, without any attention to how who we are can determine how
and what we see in “society.”
The 1980s and 1990s also saw efforts to operationalize appraisal strategies using
standardized rubrics. Such rubrics were meant to be used by anyone without reference
to personal identity or community location. Frank Boles and Julia Marks Young proposed
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a “Black Box” strategy for appraising university records, in which archivists were to ask a
series of questions about circumstance of record creation, content, potential use, cost of
retention, and implications to help guide decisions.56 Similarly, the “Minnesota Method”
proposed a “rational and efficient” strategy for determining institutional appraisal policy.
Such policy would help mitigate, rather than leverage, how “all archival appraisal is local
and subjective.” 57 The implicit assumption is that the questions asked by such
standardized rubrics apply equally to all archivists, even as the answers vary.
Another key appraisal theorist of the time, Luciana Duranti, rejected the notion
that appraisal was always-already subjective. Reviving Jenkinson’s moral defense of
archives, she writes:
Wouldn’t the archival profession betray its primary responsibility if it did not
attempt to preserve the societal archives in its integrity, with its characteristics
intact, and to do so impartially (i.e. without favoring any users’ group or category)
and as objectively as humanly possible (i.e., without being consciously guided by
its own interests, biases, idiosyncrasies, and culture)? The author believes that it
would.58
She continues, “Attributing value to that evidence would mean to renounce impartiality,
endorse ideology, and consciously and arbitrarily alter the societal record.”59 Clearly there
is no role for personal subjectivity, let alone oppressed subjectivity, in this construction.
The late 1990s bore witness to the latest burst of appraisal theory, as archivists
struggled to make sense of dominant positivist formulations in the wake of
postmodernism and deconstructionism. Many of these postmodernist and
deconstructionist contributions to appraisal theory do acknowledge the active role the
archivist takes in creating value via appraisal decisions; however, in most of this literature
(emphasis on most because I do not want to unfairly portray and turn into straw men my
fellow archival theorists), the archivists’ personal perspective is still seen as an obstacle
to overcome rather than a standpoint to be leveraged. Thus, even archivists who were
explicitly influenced by post-modernism have taken a view-from-nowhere perspective
based on a careful determination of societal values. Brien Brothman, for example, writes,
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“…we arrive at a conclusion that most archivists would endorse: the order that archives
create out of all the information they process is an order that embodies society’s
values.” 60 In this vein, even archival thinkers that do acknowledge the imprint of the
archivists do not go nearly as far as feminist standpoint epistemology in embracing
marginalized perspectives. Tom Nesmith, for example, writes, “rather than simply
attempting to overcome the mediation of archiving, its powerful effects ought to be
examined.”61 Examined, acknowledged, attributed—but not embraced.
In another example, Terry Cook explains that:
…the traditional notion of the impartiality of the archivist is no longer
acceptable—if it ever was. Archivists inevitably will inject their own values into all
such activities…. Archivists have therefore changed over the past century from
being passive keepers of an entire documentary residue left by creators to
becoming active shapers of the archival heritage. They have evolved from being,
allegedly, impartial custodians of inherited records, to becoming intervening
agents…. And so, each day, they should examine their own politics of memory in
the archive-creating and memory-formation process. By doing so, with sensitivity
and some historical perspective, archivists may better balance which functions,
activities, organizations, and people in society, through their records, are to be
included and which are to be excluded from the world’s collective memory
[emphasis added].62
Thus, after a long-overdue acknowledgement of the archivist’s active role in shaping
history, such positionality is then seen as something that must be tempered in order to
achieve a universalist “balance” in the archives. Ciaran Trace accurately summarizes
postmodernist views of appraisal by stating that, according to these schools of thought,
“any grand narrative and any unifying theory of appraisal are impossible because worth
and value are subjective notions,” adding, “In this situation, the best that archivists can
do is to be transparent and open about the ideas and the processes that shape their
appraisal decisions.”63 Again, a political position or identity is seen as something that must
be acknowledged and overcome, rather than an epistemologically valid viewpoint to be
leveraged.
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Yet, just when we might give up on appraisal theory in a fit of despair (or slide off
without a hook), we reach the work of Verne Harris. Harris embraces the positionality of
the appraising archivist in creating value out of inherently distorted “slivers.” Drawing
from his own personal experience as a white South African archivist, Harris’ work
demonstrates that “no observer, no writer, is exterior to the object of his or her
observation.”64 (Hallelujah!) His work emphasizes the “many layers of intervention and
interpretation” that archivists bring to appraisal and offers a powerful critique of the
field’s historic claims to objectivity. He writes:
“Amongst archival appraisers there persists the notion that their appraisal work
is simply about the building of a coherent reflection of “reality” through the
jigsawing of individual appraisals. They assume that they can remain exterior to
the processes that they are seeking to document. That, of course, is not possible.
They participate in those processes; they are complicit in the recording of
process. The appraiser’s values, quality of work, perspectives, interaction with
the creators and owners of records, engagement with the policy he or she is
implementing, and so on, all become markings in the appraisal and determine
what becomes the archival record. The appraiser is co-creator of the archival
records. For appraisers the ultimate objective is to preserve records with
“archival value.” But what constitutes archival value is, and will always be, specific
to place, time, culture, and individual subjectivity. It does not dangle somewhere
outside of humanity, immutable, pristine, transcendent.”65
Harris thus situates archival thinking and the position of the archivist in time and place,
refusing the view-from-nowhere non-perspective that the previous 80 years of dominant
archival thinking demanded. Here, finally, we see a hook on which we can hang standpoint
epistemologies. Yet Harris also tempers the idea of “giv[ing] individual creativity full rein”
in the appraisal process, stating that archivists must also be held accountable to policies
and programs, an accountability that can be evidenced by “the appraiser demonstrating
critical self-awareness, disclosing assumptions, and maybe even attaching a biographical
sketch!” in the case files. 66 A feminist standpoint epistemology would ask in return,
“accountable to whom?” and explicitly value accountability to those most marginalized,
rather than employers, institutions, or a vague notion of “society,” a question Harris asks
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too, as evidenced both by his insistence on welcoming “the stranger” into the archives
and his recent formulations of “archival banditry.”67
More recently, archival theorists (myself included) have shifted the focus of
appraisal from reflecting society’s values to those of “the community.” The invocation of
“community” usually signifies a marginalized community, but often such significations
remain coded, implicit, and ill-defined. 68 Writing in 2007, Katie Shilton and Ramesh
Srininvasan propose a participatory form of appraisal that explicitly involves “traditionally
marginalized communities” in the appraisal process. Although participatory appraisal can
potentially revolutionize archives by shifting power to oppressed communities, it too can
elide the position of the archivist. They write, “By approaching appraisal in collaboration
with community members, archivists are given the chance to assess the value of
community records as the community understands them….” 69 My own work has
replicated this effort to get at community-based notions of value.70 But in the attempt to
get as close-as-possible to “the community,” we have obscured the positionality of the
archivist in relation to that community.71
As this brief tour of the past century of the dominant canon of appraisal theory
demonstrates, archival thinking has suffered from an allegedly universalist view-fromnowhere thinking that has in fact masked WEBCCCHAM identities, positionalities, and
agendas. Over the past century, archivists have shifted the grounds on which they have
claimed archival value, from the Truth, to the government, to society, to the community.
Yet, eliding the standpoint of the archivist remains remarkably consistent. Even when
archivists influenced by postmodernism acknowledge the subjectivity of the archivist in
creating value, such subjectivity often is seen as an imposition to be documented,
balanced, and tempered. It is in this intellectual genealogy that feminist standpoint
appraisal intervenes.
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CONSTRUCTING A FEMINIST STANDPOINT APPRAISAL: FROM THEORY TO
METHODOLOGY
In putting these two strands of thought—feminist standpoint epistemology and archival
appraisal—into conversation, and highlighting the many points of friction between them,
I aim to build feminist standpoint appraisal as a new epistemology, methodology, and
political strategy. It is an epistemology in the sense that it enables us to explain how we
know what we know; in the context of archival appraisal, this means it explains how we
know what is of value and thereby worthy of archival intervention. It is a methodology in
the sense that it frames and provides tools and strategies for undertaking the task of
archival appraisal in such a way that aims to center the perspectives of the oppressed.
And finally, in the ways that it aims to upend dominant structures, name and dismantle
systems of oppression, and empower oppressed people and communities, feminist
standpoint appraisal constitutes a political strategy.
Feminist standpoint appraisal comprises an epistemology in that it provides the
grounds on which to determine the value of records. Here, as in all archival appraisal
epistemologies, the general epistemological question of “How do we know what we
know?” is refined in the context of archival appraisal so that we may ask, “How do we
know the value of records?” Feminist standpoint appraisal then asks, “What does the view
from those who are most vulnerable suggest about what to collect and from whom?” It
then answers this question by stating that the highest value of records lies in their ability
to document the actions of and serve the needs of oppressed people.
Rather than promulgate a “universalist” notion of bringing “balance” to the
historic record or “diversifying” it as an afterthought, feminist standpoint appraisal begins
with the view from the margins in the determination of archival value. It acknowledges
all knowledge is partial and attempts to diminish the perversity of that partiality by
serving those most in need.
Feminist standpoint appraisal rejects the notion that “both sides” of any given
issue must be represented in archives, acknowledging a complexity that shatters any
simplistic notion of there ever only being “two sides” of any issue. It also posits that
mainstream archives employing dominant appraisal methodologies have resulted in
archival collections that over-represent dominant groups. In this way, feminist standpoint
appraisal presents a corrective to the over-representation of WEBCCCHAM identities and
priorities in archives.
Feminist standpoint appraisal explicitly names a shift in allegiances from
dominant institutions and structures to people and communities most oppressed by
those dominant institutions and structures. It calls for an inversion of hierarchy in which
we can, in the words of Jarrett Drake, “learn the most from the least,” emphasizing how
“a free society better lionizes liberty through its enshrinement of the excluded, exploited,
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and the enslaved because of these peoples’ value and because of their vantage point.”72
Feminist standpoint appraisal attempts to recuperate and leverage these values and
vantage points against the grain of previous appraisal epistemologies that ask us,
impossibly and undesirably, to be neutral reflections of truth, society, or community.
To be clear, records created by people in power can serve the needs of oppressed
communities, and in fact, are crucial for legal, cultural, and political efforts for justice and
reparation. However, what makes a feminist standpoint appraisal different from
dominant forms of appraisal that also value the records of people in power is the explicit
aim and orientation of feminist standpoint appraisal to serve the needs of the oppressed
rather than those from dominant groups, or, as in most appraisal epistemologies, to no
one in particular. (Indeed, another thread that runs through the past century of appraisal
theory is a defense of disregarding the needs of users.) I am not arguing that we
altogether stop collecting records created by people in power; I am arguing that we do so
with the needs of the oppressed in mind. Thus, for example, while functional analysis and
feminist standpoint appraisal might yield the same results—that is, identify the same
records as being of value—the aim is explicitly different.
Furthermore, feminist standpoint appraisal explicitly values the vantage points of
archivists from oppressed positions. Taking a cue from Patricia Hill Collins’ writings about
Black women researchers in the academy, feminist standpoint appraisal asks that
managers, institutions, policies, and structures do not ask archivists from oppressed
communities to “submerge” “their own personal and cultural biographies,” but rather to
“trust” them “as significant sources of knowledge” that are named and exalted in the
appraisal process. 73 It also acknowledges the ways that archivists from oppressed
communities have been silenced, punished, and erased when they have tried to leverage
this knowledge in professional settings and seeks to repair and correct these structural
inequities. Here, the dangers of being oneself fully in a professional context are not
equitably distributed, as women of color theorists have noted. Uma Narayan writes, “The
decision to inhabit two contexts critically, although it may lead to an “epistemic
advantage” is likely to exact a certain price. It may lead to a sense of totally lacking roots
or any space where one is at home in a relaxed manner…. It may generate ambivalence,
uncertainty, despair, and even madness, rather than more positive critical emotions and
attitudes.” 74 In the archives world, Chaitra Powell, Holly Smith, Shanee’ Murrain, and
Skyla Hearn have described how predominantly white institutions appropriate the
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expertise and positionality of Black women archivists when it benefits the institution,
often to the detriment of Black women themselves.75 Rather than shift the responsibility
on archivists from oppressed communities to change their labor practices, feminist
standpoint appraisal shifts the responsibility to employers, institutions, and structures to
welcome and reward such critical perspectives. This approach thus enables archivists
from oppressed communities to leverage the knowledge gained by their positionalities to
value records created by and potentially activated in service to those made most
vulnerable.
For archivists from dominant groups, feminist standpoint appraisal offers an
opportunity to align archival practice with oppressed communities by both
acknowledging and dismantling oppressor standpoints and attempting to center
oppressed standpoints. Such an alignment takes time and work. It will be a journey, not
a destination. Archivists will not get a certificate from a professional association
acknowledging their adoption of an oppressed standpoint that they can frame and hang
in their offices. They will not be able to add “oppressed standpoint” to their resumes. For
those of us who do inhabit vectors of privilege, feminist standpoint appraisal should be
less about claiming an oppressed standpoint and more about owning up to our oppressor
standpoints. It will entail naming and dismantling the oppression that creates our
privilege in the first place.76
And here, I want to address white women directly, given that American archivists
are overwhelmingly white women, like me. White women simultaneously occupy
positions of both oppressed and oppressor, depending on context. The sexism that
impedes us is real. So too is the white supremacy that shepherds us. White women have
been and continue to be handmaidens to white supremacy.77 The 2016 US Presidential
election exposed the work that needs to be done to disrupt this trajectory. The irony of
claiming the possibility of an oppressed positionality as a white woman personally and for
white women more broadly in the midst of a political crisis wittingly created by a majority
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of white women in the U.S. is not lost on me. This political moment, the culmination of
500 years of white supremacy in the U.S., demands that we, as white people, take
responsibility for this history and work to undo its legacy in the present.78 As such, we
should be careful in claiming oppressed standpoints in contexts that would be best served
by instead acknowledging our oppressor standpoints. I want to issue a warning against
false equivalences that erroneously collapse the effects of patriarchy with that of white
supremacy. Those are two different, but related and often interlocking, forms of
oppression. We must name them as such. White women: we have our work cut out for
us. We must acknowledge and repair the harm done to people of color in service of white
womanhood. Now is not the time to let our white fragility get in the way of the work that
the future demands.79 And here, I am issuing a plea to my white sisters (as well as a
rejoinder to myself): Please do not distort feminist standpoint appraisal to be in service of
white supremacy. Do not use it to appropriate cultures that do not belong to us. Do not
use a claim to an oppressed standpoint to undermine the value of archivists of color.
Tread lightly. And with nuance.
Feminist standpoint appraisal acknowledges that part of the reason why archival
collections, in the American context at least, are such distorted overrepresentations of
WEBCCCHAM identities has been what Jarrett Drake rightfully calls the “unbearable
whiteness” of the field.80 As N.D.B. Connolly writes, “Who gets to become an archivist,
how archives get organized, and even what counts as an archive have a profound racial
impact on what endures as valued historical research.”81 This is echoed by Bergis Jules’s
claims in reference to digital archives, “who gets represented is closely tied to who writes
the software, who builds the tools, who produces the technical standards, and who
provides the funding or other resources for that work.” 82 It is also echoed in Tonia
Sutherland’s pointed question: “What does it mean for someone who holds Blackness as
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“Otherness” to make decisions about creating, maintaining, using, and sharing records
about Black Americans?”83 It has meant archival collections and appraisal strategies that
further alienate, rather than liberate.
Feminist standpoint appraisal demands nuance. Of course, inhabiting a
marginalized identity does not necessarily make one’s work liberatory. People who are
oppressed in some contexts certainly may be oppressors in other contexts. Identity is
never easy or stable; Harding reminds us that “…the subject/ agent of feminist knowledge
is multiple, heterogeneous, and frequently contradictory…”84 We must be cautious about
valorizing oppression; as Uma Narayan writes, “The thesis that oppression may bestow
an epistemic advantage should not tempt us in the direction of idealizing or romanticizing
oppression and blind us to its real material and psychic deprivations.”85 We also must be
careful not to collapse important differences—cultural, historical, social, and political—
into a generic umbrella of “the oppressed.” Furthermore, people who inhabit dominant
identities may align themselves with, learn from, and act in support of people who are
oppressed; feminist standpoint appraisal eschews essentialism even as it remains wary of
easy claims to allyship. Far too often, the positionality of the archivist is white. We cannot
let feminist standpoint epistemology be used as an excuse to promulgate the whiteness
of the profession by claiming that white people who seek to adopt marginalized positions
are just as good as, or can adopt the perspective of, archivists of color. Rather than bolster
the credentials of white people, feminist standpoint appraisal should instead help to
dismantle the white supremacist theories and structures that keep people of color from
becoming archivists in the first place. Furthermore, the proposed approach to appraisal
does not seek to reify simplistic or essentialist binaries, but rather call attention to power
dynamics in a necessarily nuanced and context-dependent fashion.
In addition to its status as an epistemology, feminist standpoint appraisal
suggests a methodology for conducting appraisal.86 But rather than a pre-defined rubric
or step-by-step process, feminist standpoint appraisal presents archivists with a series of
questions to ask based on the context of record creation and potential use. In centering
those most oppressed, feminist standpoint appraisal asks the following questions:
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How does my own standpoint relate to this collection? Is my standpoint one of
oppressed or oppressor in relation to this collection and the community from
which it emerges? Why does it matter in this specific case?
What is the relationship between the institution or organization I represent and
the community from which these records emerge in terms of power? Are there
other institutions or organizations more closely aligned with that community that
might make a more fitting home for the records?
Do these particular records under consideration give us the perspectives of those
who are oppressed? Do they give the perspective of those groups who are even
further marginalized within an oppressed community?
Can these particular records be activated by oppressed communities for more
robust representation, for efforts to achieve justice or reparation, or for
inspiration to imagine different futures?
What is the affective impact of my appraisal decision on oppressed communities?
What harm will be done to whom if these records are acquired and made
accessible? What benefits to whom?
Who is left out of archives generally and the records collected by this institution
or organization more specifically? If we are to acquire this particular collection,
who is left out? What is our position toward that omission?
What records do not yet exist that should? Which omissions are purposeful
silences and which omissions are the result of harm and neglect? How might we
fill in these later gaps through the creation of new records?
How will I make my labor and that of other archivists visible? How will I leave my
fingerprints on the knowledge production process?

Archivists enacting feminist standpoint appraisal can think through these questions both
in terms of developing holistic collection development policies at the macro-level and in
making appraisal decisions about specific collections at the micro-level. These questions
are meant to be a starting point on which decisions are based rather than an ending point.
I would like to be clear that there are already several archival projects—both
organized by independent community archives and community-engaged university
archives—already employing what could be called a feminist standpoint approach to
appraisal, as evidenced by the ways in which they center the perspectives and
experiences of archivists, activists, and artists from oppressed communities. Examples
include Documenting the Now,87 Project STAND,88 People’s Archive of Police Violence in
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Cleveland, 89 the Texas After Violence Project, 90 and the South Asian American Digital
Archive.91 Not surprisingly, archivists of color started and sustain these projects (in some
cases in partnership with white archivists), seeing gaps in the historic record that most of
their white colleagues either did not see or did not work to fill. The labor, expertise,
financial cost, and time commitments necessary to start and sustain these projects—
often working against the grain of dominant institutions and practices—should not be
underestimated. The proposed feminist standpoint appraisal is a plea for the profession
to value the vantage point that warranted these projects, reward the labor involved in
them, and inspire more like them. And to be clear—by “value” and “reward,” I mean
financially, materially and professionally.
Feminist standpoint appraisal is also explicitly a political strategy in that its
ultimate aim is the use of records and archives for the liberation of oppressed people.
Accurate and robust representation in archives and the affect it engenders (what has
been termed “representational belonging”) is a key step along the way to liberation, but
it is not an end goal in and of itself. Feminist standpoint appraisal does not start and stop
with more representative archives, but explicitly asks about the liberatory uses of such
collections, even if such assertions mean wading into the appraisal minefield of factoring
in use as an appraisal criterion. Liberatory uses of records may take the forms of historical
evidence to establish facts, legal evidence in claims for justice, land reclamation, or
material reparation, or cultural evidence to imagine futures unbound by the oppressions
of the present. Conceiving of liberatory use is central to feminist standpoint appraisal;
despite our inability to predict future activations of the records in our care, we largely
guide those activations through outreach, reference, and the discoverability made
possible—or foreclosed—by varying levels of description.

CONCLUSION: VALUING THE VIEW FROM THE MARGINS
With this article, I have proposed a new appraisal theory, methodology, and political
strategy by bringing into conversation two disparate strands—archival theories of value
and feminist standpoint epistemologies. In so doing, I hope to revive vigorous debate on
archival appraisal that has remained dormant for too long.
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I expect that some archivists entrenched in dominant Western appraisal
discourse might dismiss feminist standpoint appraisal as “unarchival” because of its
explicitly political aims, its urging of archivists to create new records when records do not
exist, its inattention to the bureaucratic functions that created records, and its focus on
potential use as an appraisal criteria. 92 I am reminded of Terry Cook’s assertion that
“archival theory should not be seen as a set of immutable scientific laws disinterestedly
formed and holding true for all time.”93 Indeed, we need a massive overhaul of archival
theory if we hope to rescue the profession from irrelevancy and build liberatory
recordkeeping and archival strategies and systems that enact real change in our world.
The stakes are too high to let my students and colleagues from oppressed communities
inherit a tradition that does not acknowledge their own epistemic value, one that in fact
asks them to sublimate who they are to do the work of an archivist. I do not want these
students and colleagues to have an “I-don’t-belong-here” response similar to the one I
had sliding off of Columbia’s core curriculum so long ago. I want them to get hooked.
I also expect some practitioners to want more details from the proposed appraisal
methodology, less theory and more how-to. As my primary role is as a scholar of archival
studies (with a volunteer community archivist position as a side-gig), I focused on building
theory with this essay. I leave the practicalities for others to develop, with the caveat to
retain theoretical nuance, to shun the totalizing and sublimating forces of white
supremacy, and resist the urge to codify via universalist checklists and procedures. I, too,
am reminded of David J. Hudson’s astute caution against the pervasive insistence in LIS
that every theoretical intervention include a tiresome list of practical implications.94
I will end this piece where I started it, with my own story. From my own
experience, I know that what I learned as a working-class white girl being catapulted into
two very different learning environments has enabled me to see the world differently
from many of my colleagues. I know acknowledging my standpoints—both as oppressor
and oppressed—is an indelible resource to my work as a scholar, a teacher, and an
archivist, a resource that enables even as it forecloses. And I know that I produce better
work when I bring my whole full self to it, as I tried with this article, despite the significant
risks—risks clearly mitigated by my whiteness and tenure.95 I am learning to delight in my
own fingerprints.
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Beyond my story, feminist standpoint epistemology has the potential to
transform archival appraisal and help liberate a profession whose theories and practices
have done far too much damage to oppressed communities. Archivists, we are faced with
a choice: Are we going to continue to reproduce the unmarked “partial and perverse”
worldviews of those in power in our classrooms, our writings, and our archives? Or will
we have the courage to name how capitalism, white supremacy, and heteropatriarchy
have permeated our field, then locate and shift our relationship to them? Will we have
the conviction to align archives to center the most oppressed communities? Can we build
a new canon of archival theory, one that both acknowledges and dismantles oppressor
standpoints and centers the standpoints of the oppressed? Who gets hooked and who
slides off?

Woman’s Work: Exploring Archival Projects that Embrace the Identity of the Memory Worker,”
KULA: Knowledge Creation, Dissemination, and Preservation Studies 2, no. 1 (2018): 5.
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